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Reframing Cultural Influences To Move Beyond Generational and Cross
Generational Isolation...
It is hard to ignore the onslaught of media content regarding the so-called Millennial Generation,
why they are different, how they are affecting social and organizational structures, what their
values are (or are not), how the rest of us can, or must, “deal” with them. What is not being
discussed are the cultural influences that have shaped these young adults and the generation
following them — GenZ. Cultural influences that the “rest of us”
are predominantly responsible for creating and putting out into
the world.
We believe there is one particular cultural precept that needs to
be addressed to move all of us beyond the current experience of
generational isolation. A precept that is having enormous social
and economic repercussions in our everyday lives, our
communities and our place of work -- the influence of Extreme
Competition.
You don’t need to look very far to see the influence of extreme
competition -- Reality shows where winning means you have to
eliminate everyone else. The drive to have the most likes or
followers on social media. Being defined by solely by your test
scores. Being the smartest, coolest, bravest person in your
group. The need to be first, sports stats, college, promotions,
knowing something no-one else knows, having a new idea, getting your name on one of the
endless published lists, being better off or doing better than your parents. Extreme competition
and winning above all else is everywhere, defining our lives, our work and most importantly, our
worth.
This culture of extreme competition, at its worst, isolates each of us, makes us wary of others,
closes us down to inclusiveness, and fundamentally affects the way we interact with each other
as human beings in that we no longer place any importance on being present for each other.
How do we reframe this culture of extreme competition to
allow ourselves to break out of the generational and cross
generational isolation it drives? How do we connect with
each other, encourage cross generational interaction, and
recognize extreme competition is holding us back not
moving us forward?
1) Reframe extreme competition as creative competition.
We are all artists, innately, and we can appreciate the
diversity of creations as there is no single measurement for
new things.
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2) Use Pre-Texts to demonstrate how everyone being interesting and important is far more
fruitful and productive than elimination. Pre-Texts (something that is put forward to conceal a
true purpose) is a program that uses difficult written material as prompts for making art,
thereby generating interpretation and admiration for others.
3) Decode and debunk the notion that the brain you have is the brain you are stuck with. Show
how Pre-Texts develops mental and emotional capacities (executive functions). By
understanding and knowing your brain through interpretive and creative activities you can
grow it (even change it), find the best version of yourself, know your worth, and in doing so
understand and know the worth of others, thus enabling us to connect, change the way we
think, do, and lead, and make great things happen for all.
And, while this may seem to be a complex, lengthy process, and too much like hard work, it
doesn’t have to be. In fact, Pre-Texts is positively fun. Difficult writing becomes an excuse for
the pleasures of having your way with the classics, turning them into mere excuses for making
new work. The program understands that without pleasure and active participation (and
dopamine) deep learning cannot happen. Learning that reaps measurable results.
Professor Doris Sommer, prolific
author and the Founder and Director
of the Cultural Agents Initiative at
Harvard University and Gaynor
Strachan Chun, Founder of TCOY:
The Culture of You, have formed a
partnership to marry Professor
Sommers’ Pre-Text Protocol and
TCoY’s interactive curriculum to help
young adults better navigate life’s
transitions. They have created an
immersive program that helps both
corporate leadership and young
adults connect with each other, be
present, and work together to change the way they think, do, and lead. This immersive
workshop program uses the theme of What is Innovation as the common point of entry to bring
multi-generational teams together.

For more information about our CULTURE OF YOU PRE-TEXT LABS and how we can help you and
your team change the way you think, do, and connect with each other, please contact:
Gaynor Strachan Chun, Founder TCoY, 415-516-4186, info@tcoy.co.
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